
TT  he exhibition, taking place during the second edition of the ‘Stresa Liberty’ event, wants to 
show the main urban and architectural projects the town experienced in the period between the end 
of the nineteenth century and the outbreak of the First World War – i.e., what can be defined as ‘The 
Time of Liberty.
That was a great season in which Stresa gained a reputation as a resort of international fame, where 
you could find royalty, the crowned heads - first of all the Savoy -, aristocrats, entrepreneurs, politi-
cians, military, intellectuals as well as Italian and foreign artists, who used to stay in luxury hotels and 
sumptuous villas. These structures, representative of the tastes and architectural trends of the time, 
began to be built on the coast and on the surrounding uplands, so as to enjoy the beauties of the lake.
At the same time, a less élite tourism was growing, to which Stresa offered hotels, pensions, restau-
rants and cafés suitable for every need. It was a time of economic development that involved com-
panies from every sector – the construction, naval, craft and commercial fields - and concerned the 
entire territory, from the hamlets to the nearby municipalities, up to Mount Mottarone, a destination 
for mountain lovers.
A highlight was the inauguration of the Simplon tunnel in 1906 and of the railway line with a stop at 
Stresa. Such a great tourist boost propelled the development of services and projects that affected the 
urban fabric, such as the Stresa-Mottarone electric railway and the Kursaal thermal & leisure complex, 
designed to offer innovations, fun and entertainment to a growing number of tourists and holidaymakers.
Much has been preserved, much has been lost or transformed – the exhibition invites you to redisco-
ver the sparkling Stresa of the time... like a charming lady who, lifting the veil of her wide hat, shows 
her bewitching gaze for a moment.
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